
Your Excellency the President of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 
Excellencies the Speaker of the House of Peoples representatives, Ministers, Ambassadors, 
CEO of Ethiopian Airlines, Representatives of participating companies, Ladies and 
gentlemen, 
 
- With my European colleagues present today, the German ambassador and the 
representative of the British ambassador, we are truly delighted to be here this morning to 
welcome physically the first Airbus to join the EAL fleet. We know how important this event is 
for the company, its leadership and its staff. We know how important it is for Ethiopia.  
 
It is also extremely important for us as it is a significant manifestation of the increasing trade 
exchanges between Ethiopia and Europe. It is also recognition of the excellence of Airbus 
aircraft. We are very proud, because Airbus is the child of European cooperation at is best. 

Airbus was born at the end of the sixties, when the French, German and British governments 
decided to “jointly develop and produce an airbus”. They were later joined by Spain. Today, 
Airbus is a European giant, a technological leader, employing more than 55,000 staff in 
Europe and throughout the world.  

The A350 is a joint success of production facilities in France, Germany, the UK and Spain: 
the wings come from Broughton, Wales; some parts were made in Hamburg, Germany, and 
others in Illescas, Spain. Everything was finally assembled in Toulouse, France, where are 
based Airbus HQs and its main production facility. 

In addition, several French and European partners contributed to this state-of the art new 
aircraft. To mention a few: French-based Thales Group, the British Rolls Royce; the German 
BMW. Some American companies also participated to this common endeavor  

- Today I warmly congratulate Ethiopian airlines for its choice, which is a choice of innovation 
and modernity. The A350 brings together the very latest in aerodynamics, design and 
advanced technologies. It is Xtra green (this is important for Ethiopia which has embarked on 
a green development path) and cost-efficient.  

We are really looking forward to joining the demonstration flight this afternoon and enjoying 
its wider seats and in-flight entertainment and connectivity. 

- The arrival from Toulouse of the first A3500 out of the 14 ordered is a new milestone in the 
longstanding and expanding cooperation between France and Ethiopia, between France and 
Ethiopian Airlines.     

Because we believe that the development of the flagship company that is EAL is essential for 
Ethiopia, our government supports it through the French Development Agency, AFD. AFD 
contributed to the scaling up of the recently inaugurated Aviation Academy. It is now 
supporting the construction the new terminal cargo.  

The French government is proud to count among EAL major partners and is committed to 
further support Ethiopian strategic long-term plan.  

- On the auspicious occasion of the official delivery of the first A350 in Addis Ababa, I want to 
warmly congratulate Ethiopian Airlines for being the first African company to receive an A350 
and for continuing to be a leader on the continent. This choice is another confirmation of the 
strength of the company, which is now in a position to further diversify its suppliers. It is 
another proof that it has a visionary leadership.  

I am convinced that with such a beautiful and inspiring name – Simien Mountains –, this 
A350 and Ethiopian Airlines will continue to flight high above the others. I wish EAL a 
resounding success in the development of its fleet and network. 

Longue vie à Ethiopian Airlines ! Félicitations ! 


